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Abstract Owing to the quickening pace and increasing pressure of daily life, people pay
more and more attention to life in spiritual level. However, the time for meeting relatives
or friends in person is quite short, therefore, it is more and more important for remote
emotional communication (i.e., emotional perception and interaction) between users. The
existing remote interaction systems mainly pay attention to voice and video communication,
and it is difficult to meet the emotional needs of people. How to realize remote emotional
communication between different people still faces challenge. In order to cope with this
challenge, cloud-assisted hugtive robot (CH-Robot) system is designed in this paper. More
specifically, firstly a new-type hugtive robot is designed. Secondly data collected by smart
phone and smart clothing are adopted to judge emotional status of user, then emotional
communication between users is realized through CH-Robot. Finally, a specific application
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scene is presented where a mother who is on business in other places comforts her child at
home, thus to verify feasibility and effectiveness of the system.

Keywords Emotion detection · ECG · Smartphone · Robot

1 Introduction

Owing to social progress, quickening pace of life and increase in pressure of daily life, the
times for meeting relatives or friends in person are decreasing, and the time for meeting
relatives or friends in person is shortened, thus to let loneliness of individual grow stronger
[10, 20]. In traditional way, people make pets or toys as company, and contact relatives
or friends by way of voice or video [15, 34]. Though the 5G networks may provide 1000
times of the transmission rate compared with past cellular network system [5, 8], existing
methods could not realize emotional communication between people. Therefore, how to
realize remote emotional communication is a challenging problem [7, 33].

The first challenge for remote emotional communication is to find out a carrier suitable
for emotional communication. Among various carriers that can be used for emotional com-
munication between people, robot undoubtedly is the most suitable carrier for emotional
communication with people [2, 6], especially hugtive robot, because this hugtive robot has
cute appearance, it is convenient for carrying, and it could bring better appetency to peo-
ple. However, the function of existing hugtive robot is unitary, only function with sound
effect, remote control and electric heating are realized, it is still difficult to realize emo-
tional communication. Though great progress is made for cognitive robot in recent years,
the existing cognitive robot only realizes interaction between human and robot [14, 19]; the
emotional communication between two individuals through the carrier robot is not realized
yet. Though remote emotional interaction system based on smart phone is designed in [25],
but the emotional communication is only reflected by swing of robot arm that may show the
mood of the other party, there is not much emotional communication involved, and it is not
convenient for carrying.

As for remote emotional communication, besides carrier for communication, emotion
recognition is another important challenge. There are mainly 3 kinds of common emotion
detection methods at present:

– Method based on physiological signals of human body. With this method, emotional
changes of people may be deduced with change in temperature of human skin, change
in heart rate, change in blood pressure and change in human behavior [37], etc.

– Method based on visual and acoustics signals. With this method, emotions of people
may be deduced with recognition for facial expression, recognition for body movement
and voice recognition.

– Method based on smart phone. With this method, emotions of user may be recognized
by observing the habit of user in utilizing smart phone [4, 26, 27].

As for the first two methods, since extra equipment is needed, it is not convenient for
measurement in real environment, but their degree of accuracy is high. With progress in
wearable devices (such as smart clothing) [9, 12, 24], it is easier and easier to obtain electro-
cardiograph (ECG) signals of user [13]. As for the third method, it is convenient for device
carrying, but the degree of accuracy is low. Therefore, in this paper, ECG signals and sig-
nals collected by mobile phone are adopted to recognize the emotions [28] of user. And
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multimodal fusion is conducted for emotions that are judged based on smart phone and ECG
signals [16, 17, 23, 29], thus to better recognize the emotions of user.

Hence, we designed a new hugtive robot in this article, the emotions of user are recog-
nized at cloud terminal [11] with data collected by smart phone and ECG signals collected
by smart clothing, and finally, hugtive robot is adopted to realize emotional interaction. The
main contributions of our research are as follows:

– New-type hugtive robot with better appetency is designed, and pacification on user
emotions may be realized.

– Hugtive robot system for emotional communication is designed. With the system, two
users may feel the emotions of the other party, thus remote emotional communication
based on hugtive robot is realized.

– Firstly, feature extraction is conducted for data collected by smart phone and ECG sig-
nals collected by smart clothing. Then emotional recognition is conducted for extracted
features by use of Continuous Conditional Random Fields (CCRF). Finally, decision-
level fusion is adopted to give the final emotional judgment, and multi-modal emotional
recognition is realized.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we described the
system overview. The emotion detection is described in Section 3. And a practical system
platform is built up in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 CH-robot system framework

2.1 The new-type hugtive robot

A new-type hugtive robot is designed [3]. It is a robot with wireless communication. The
robot is composed of microcomputer, sensor, functional module and power source. The
built-in sensor includes temperature sensor and sensor for flapping frequency. Temperature
sensor may collect body temperature of user, and sensor for flapping frequency may collect
the flapping frequency of user. The core modules include sound module (used to broadcast
sound, music and etc.), voice module (used to record and broadcast voice of user), vital
signs analog module (including heating module, heartbeat module, breathing module, hug
reaction module and etc.) and etc, as shown in Fig. 1. When user hugs CH-Robot, the core
module could mimic vital signs of the opposite side, perceive hugging strength of user,
and realize pacification on user emotions by use of modules such as heating module, voice
module, heartbeat simulation module and flapping module.

2.2 Scene of emotional communication based on hugtive robot

Emotional communication refers to the situation where both parties of user may perceive
emotions of the other party and emotional interaction & pacification may be conducted. The
scene of emotional communication for CH-Robot is as shown in Fig. 2. There is intimate
relationship between user Ava and user Bob, and they are in different places. Smart phone is
adopted for remote communication between Ava & Bob and for information collection (by
way of built-in sensor in smart phone), and smart clothing is adopted to collect ECG signals.
Hugtive robot functions as carrier for emotional interaction and pacification, cloud terminal
is responsible for analysis & treatment for emotional data and emotion detecting [30, 32,
35]. The specific scene is as below:
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Fig. 1 Illustration of CH-Robot

Both user Ava and user Bob have a hugtive robot. The information on Ava and Bob
collected by smart phone and smart clothing is uploaded to cloud terminal for emotional
analysis. After completion of analysis, the emotional data of Ava is sent to CH-Robot of
Bob. Similarly, Bob perceives emotional information of Ava through CH-Robot. Emotional
pacification between users could be realized by hugtive robot through built-in functional
module. For instance, the pacification to one party by the other party could be perceived
through flapping function of hugtive robot.

3 Emotion detection

In this section, emotion detecting in this system will be introduced in detail. When design-
ing this system, two circumstances are taken into consideration: (i) When user wears
smart clothing, emotion recognition shall mainly rely on ECG signals collected by smart

Fig. 2 Illustration of CH-Robot for emotion communication
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clothing, with assistance of data collected by smart phone. (ii) When user does not wear
smart clothing, the emotions of user shall be judged mainly by data collected by smart
phone. As the second circumstance could be deemed as special circumstance of the first
circumstance, the first circumstance is mainly taken into consideration in this article. To
be exact, the processes for emotion detecting are as follows: firstly, upload data collected
by smart clothing and/or smart phone to cloud terminal. Secondly, conduct pretreatment
and feature extraction for data, and conduct emotion recognition for extracted features with
continuous conditional random field. Finally, give emotions of user based on decision-level
fusion, as shown in the Fig. 3.

3.1 Emotion recognition based on mobile phone data

3.1.1 Collection of mobile phone data

With smart phone, user data such as location information, living habits and behavioral habits
could be collected in real time with new network technologies [21, 22]. The distribution of
uplink transmission ability of smart phone affected by user’s location is analyzed in [36,
38]. The sources for collection mainly include call log of user, short message records, usage
record for mobile applications, geographical location information, motion information and
ambient environment. These data shall be collected once every 10 minutes with custom-built
application.

In addition, the data collected by mobile phone also include two dimensions concerning
time: date and time point on that day. Thereinto, date data include weekend, holidays and
festivals, time point includes forenoon, afternoon and evening.

Besides collecting information above, it also requires to conduct labeling for emotions of
users. Collecting this kind of data requires participation of user. In this system, mobile appli-
cation is developed, and user shall conduct labeling for his or her emotional status through
interface of mobile application (and label current location information). Besides, multidi-
mensional emotion model is adopted. Valence and arousal are mainly two dimensions as
shown in Fig. 4. The emotions in valence dimension are from unpleasant to pleasant, while
emotions in arousal dimension are from deactivated to activated. In this system, for con-
venience in labeling of user, several common and representative moods are selected from
multidimensional emotion model: M={happy, relaxed, afraid, angry, sad, bored}.

3.1.2 Data preprocessing

In allusion to data collected by mobile phone, firstly, pretreatment is required for data,
and data pretreatment includes data cleaning and data integration. Data cleaning includes:
eliminating data with severe missing and filling with mean value for data with minor miss-
ing. Data integration includes aggregation of attributes such as date, time, and mobile phone
usage condition of users.

3.1.3 Feature extraction

As per different attributes, the data collected by mobile phone are divided into three kinds:
statistical data, time series data and text data. Statistical data mainly include call making
log, short message sending log and log for utilization of mobile applications. Time series
data mainly include GPS data and acceleration data of user, and text data mainly include the
data released on social network [31].
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Fig. 3 Processes for emotional communication based on CH-Robot

As for statistical data, the times of user for call making in unit time, the times for sending
short messages and the times for utilizing mobile applications will be counted and made as
feature.

As for time series data, firstly, the access location of user may be obtained based on
DBSCAN cluster method for GPS data, then judgment on whether the user is at home,
in the office or in the open air will be made as per location labeled by user himself or
herself. Secondly, the collected data of three-dimensional acceleration x, y and z will be
presented as ax , ay and az. They will be divided into three statuses as per two preset thresh-

olds threshold1 and threshold2 and expression s =
√

a2x + a2y + a2z − G(Gravity),

that is, static (s < threshold1), walking (threshold1 < s < threshold2) and running
(s > threshold2).

As for text data, Stanford syntax analyzer is adopted to extract adjectives and nouns from
text, and the extracted adjectives and nouns are transformed into [−1, −0.4] ∪ [0.4, 1] by
use of emotion dictionary SentiWordNet, thus the emotional features in text are obtained.

Table 1 gives main features for data collected by mobile phone.

Fig. 4 The Circumplex model of mood: the horizontal axis represents the valence dimension and the vertical
axis represents the arousal dimension
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Table 1 Smartphone Feature
table Data Style Feature

Calls No. of outgoing calls

No. of incoming calls

Average duration of outgoing calls

Average duration of incoming calls

No. of missed calls

SMS No. of receive messages

No. of sent messages

Application No. of uses of Office Apps

No. of uses of Maps Apps

No. of uses of Games Apps

No. of uses of Chat Apps

No. of uses of Camera App

No. of uses of Video/Music Apps

No. of uses of Internet Apps

Activity level Static, walking and runing

Location Home, office and outdoor

User retention time

SNS No. of friends

Content of each SNS

Content post, repost and comment

Content create time

3.2 Emotion recognition based on data collected by smart clothing

3.2.1 Collection of data by smart clothing

Smart clothing is the product that integrates wearable and flexible textile sensor onto rel-
evant textile product. Dry textile electrodes are adopted to function as perception part for
ECG signals, and they are integrated with garment, thus the ECG signals of user may be
detected while the user feels cozy.

If emotions of user are to be judged as per ECG signals, labeling is also required for
ECG signals collected. Similarly, labeling would be conducted to emotional status space
M={happy, relaxed, afraid, angry, sad, bored} of the user by use of interface of mobile
application.

3.2.2 Data preprocessing

In allusion to ECG data collected by smart clothing, firstly, pretreatment is required for
ECG data, i.e., filtration would be conducted for noises in data. The noises in ECG data
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mainly derive from power frequency interference, myoelectricity interference, baseline drift
and electromagnetic noise. In this system, wavelet transformation is adopted to eliminate
baseline drift and high-frequency noise.

3.2.3 Feature extraction

ECG data collected by smart clothing are continuous time series signal, and convolutional
neural network (CNN) is adopted to extract their features. CNN is a hierarchical model
that includes multiple convolution layers and pooling layers. In this article, 3 convolution
layers and 3 pooling layers are adopted to extract features of ECG signals. Thereinto, the
introduction to convolution layers and pooling layers is as follows:

Convolution layer includes a group of nerve cells that detect ECG signals input in unit
time respectively, and the size of each nerve cell determines the size of area. As for each
nerve cell, input a deviation parameter θ and training weights whose number is the same
with time series x, and output value ywould be obtained through an activation function s(x).
In this system, the activation function is set as logistic sigmoid function, and its definition
is s(x) = 1

1+e−x . The output value y may be expressed by formula below:

yi = s(x · wi + θi), i = 0, 1, . . . , m. (1)

Thereinto, m stands for number of nerve cells. Each nerve cell scans input layer in order,
and feature mapping figure may be obtained through convolution operation.

Pooling layer: once feature mapping figure is produced, independent subsampling will be
conducted to feature mapping figure by use of pooling function. Mean value and maximum
value are 2 most commonly used pooling functions, and mean value is adopted as pool-
ing function in this system. The dimension of convolution layer is largely reduced through
aggregation operation such as pooling, and overfitting could be avoided in the meantime.

3.3 Emotion detecting

In this system, CCRF [1] is adopted to recognize emotions. CCRF is an undirected graph
model, and there are better results for labeling and segmentation of time series [29]. Record
feature values for time series extracted as X = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}. n stands for the number of
time slots in this series, and y = {y1, y2, · · · , yn} stands for tag values corresponding to n

slots of time series. If the feature x for time series is given, the y conditional probability for
class label may be obtained as below:

Pr(y|X) = exp(�)∫ ∞
−∞ exp(�)dy

. (2)

Thereinto,
∫ ∞
−∞ exp(�)dy is the normalization equation that makes conditional proba-

bility be 1; � is potential function as defined below:

� =
∑

i

K1∑
k=1

αkfk(yi,X) +
∑
i,j

K2∑
k=1

βkgk(yi, yj ,X). (3)

Thereinto, αk and βk provide reliability for fk and gk , and they are parameters for the
model. fk is vertex feature function that stands for dependency between xi,k and yi . There-
into, xi,k stands for element No. k in vector xi, and gk is edge feature function that stands
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for relation between yi (mood that is predicted in time slot i) and yj (mood that is predicted
in time slot j ). Thereinto, fk and gk are obtained as below:

fk(yi,X) = −(yi − xi,k)
2. (4)

gk(yi, yj ,X) = −1

2
S

(k)
i,j (yi − yj )

2. (5)

Thereinto, Si,j is similarity measurement that describes the connection strength between
two vertexes in a full connection figure, and there are two kinds of similarity measurement
as defined below:

S
(neighbor)
i,j =

{
1 |i − j | = n

0 otherwise
(6)

S
(distance)
i,j = exp(−‖xi − xj‖

σ
). (7)

Stochastic gradient descent is adopted for training, and finally the label y of emotion may
be obtained as per inputted features.

3.4 Data fusion based on decision layer

In case of concurrence of data collected by smart phone and ECG signals collected by smart
clothing, fusion is required for data. As for fusion challenge for data [18], decision-level
fusion is adopted, as shown in Fig. 5, i.e., the synthetic judgment will be conducted for
emotion of the user as per emotion judged by smart phone data and emotion judged by ECG
signals. The specific definition is as follows: yX

s , y
X
e and yX

f are defined as emotion judged
by smart phone data, emotion judged by ECG signals and emotion judged by mixing the
first two emotions respectively; and they can be figured out as per the formulas below:

yX
f = αyX

s + (1 − α)yX
e . (8)

In this experiment, we mainly rely on ECG signals to judge emotion of user, i.e., α = 0.2.

4 A demonstration system for emotional interactive

An emotional interaction demonstration system is designed and realized based on theories
and methods above, and it shall be introduced from two aspects: development platform and
scene & effect of emotional interaction.

4.1 Development platform

The testing environment for CH-Robot with emotion perception and interaction function
put forth in this article is set up; when user hugs hugtive robot, the in-built mobile phone in

Fig. 5 Decision-level fusion
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hugtive robot could realize video call between users; in order to make the test more user-
friendly, straightaway cartoon interface is developed. The smart phone adopted is Samsung
GALAXY Note l (with functions such as GPS, triaxial acceleration and WiFi), and the
software platform is Android 4.4 system. Besides, CH-Robot and smart clothing come from
EPIC Laboratory, and cloud platform adopted is Inspur SmartData Appliance.

4.2 Scene and effect of emotional interaction

The test scene is a scene where a young mother Ava pacifies emotion of her child Bob.
The mother is on business in other places, the child at home misses his mother very much.
Bob is sad as shown in left Fig. 6. At that time, the emotion of the child is unstable, which
is judged by his relatively higher status indicators as shown in bottom right Fig. 6: his
heartbeat is 115bpm and his hugging strength toward hugtive robot is 1359pa. Location
information shows the specific location, movement rate, ambient noises and etc of the envi-
ronment where the child is in. The right figure in Fig. 6 shows the mother is pacifying the
child, through making expressions that encourage the child to cheer up and saying words of
comfort. The mood of the mother Ava is happy and her heartbeat is normal with 104bpm.
Meantime, in order to pacify the child, the mother properly increases her hugging strength

Fig. 6 Function Graph of APP for CH-Robot System
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Fig. 7 Emotion Communication Process for CH-Robot System

on hugtive robot with 1380pa as shown in bottom left Fig. 6. The mother has taken care of
the emotion of her child through CH-Robot, which manifests the feasibility of CH-Robot
system. The whole emotional communication process can follow by Fig. 7.

5 Conclusion

In this article, CH-Robot is designed. By use of time series signals collected by smart phone
and smart clothing, the emotion of user based on smart phone and that based on smart
clothing are given respectively at cloud terminal as per continuous conditional random field
model, and the final emotion of user is then given through decision level fusion. The final
real-time emotion status of user is transmitted to hugtive robot of the other party, thus the
other party may truly perceive the status of the opposite party, and emotional communication
between different people based on cloud terminal is realized.
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